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Woman’s War in 1909

1.
BERNARD SHAW, George. PRESS CUTTINGS a topical sketch compiled from the
editorial and correspondence columns of the daily papers by Bernard Shaw, as performed by
the Civic and Dramatic Guild at the Royal Court Theatre, London, on the 9th July 1909.
Archibald Constable & Co. Ltd. London: 1909.
£ 125
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. [iv], 39, [1]; minor light foxing to half title, otherwise clean throughout; in
the original pink printed wraps, chipping to head and tail of spine, lightly sunned and dust-soiled, but
still a good copy.
First edition of Bernard Shaw’s satirical farce, Press Cuttings, written during a holiday in North Africa.
‘The “Woman’s War in 1909” was the suffragette’s struggle for the right to vote, supported by Shaw he wrote Press Cuttings in aid of the London Society for Women’s Suffrage - but opposed by the then
Liberal Government led by Prime Minister Herbert Asquith (1852-1928). In Press Cuttings there is a
prime minister named Balsquith (neatly incorporating former Conservative Prime Minister Arthur
Balfour [1848-1930] into the equation) who enters dressed as a woman. Another character is named
General Mitchener, too close a parallel in the Examiner of Play’s mind to Boer War hero General
Kitchener (1850-1916). Because of these personal allusions (more so than because of its attack on
government policy) the play was denied a licence, causing the production at the Royal Court Theatre
on 9 July 1909 (repeated on 12 July) to be given as a “private reception”, by invitation only. When
Shaw later agreed to drop the names of Balsquith and Mitchener (he changed them to Bones and
Johnson), a licensed production of Press Cuttings was given in Manchester on 27 September 1909’
(Mrs. Warren’s Profession edited by Leonard Conolly, [2005], p. 65).
Laurence A97a: the second impression of 2000 copies (printed 12-13 July 1909). Imprint on upper
wrapper reads “Price One Shilling. Net.”

2.
BJORKMAN, Frances M. and Annie G. Porritt,
editors. WOMAN SUFFRAGE. History, Arguments and
Results. A collection of seven popular booklets covering
practically the entire field of suffrage claims and evidence.
Designed especially for the convenience of suffrage
speakers and writers and for the use of debaters and
libraries. New York, National Woman Suffrage Pub. Co.,
May, 1915.
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 231, [1] blank; in the original blue
publisher’s cloth, lettered in black on upper cover, some light
rubbing to extremities, otherwise a very good copy.
Uncommon collection of seven essays relating to the suffrage
movement in America. Titles as follows, A brief history of the
movement for woman suffrage in the United States, by Ida H.
Harper; Where women vote, by Frances M. Björkman and Annie
G. Porritt; Man and woman-made laws of the suffrage states, by
Elinor Byrnes and Helen A. Ranlett; Why women should vote, by
Jane Addams; Do you know? by Carrie C. Catt; Objections
answered, by Alice S. Blackwell; and The sentiment for woman
suffrage.

3.
[CONOLAN, Gertrude]. COLLECTION OF MATERIAL RELATING TO THE LIFE OF
SUFFRAGETTE GERTRUDE CONOLAN (1872-1936). [Various places] c. 1906-1920s.
£ 2,850
List of items as follows:
I. Four portraits of Conolan, one in watercolour, three in pencil, by her sister Amy
Catherine Conolan, who was a professional ‘black and white’ artist - see below.
II. A cutting from the Daily Chronicle for 10 June 1908 reproducing information about
the WSPU demonstration to be held in Hyde Park on the 21st June and including
photographs of the speakers. Gertrude Conolan was the speaker at Platform 16. It is from this
photograph that it is possible to identify her for certainty as the sitter of the portraits. The
cutting has fallen into separate sections along the folds, but can be pieced together.
III. An original photograph of Gertrude Conolan, speaking from a barouche at the
Newcastle bye-election. The photograph was published in the Daily Mirror on the 21st
September 1908 and the caption revealed that the principal man in the photograph was Mr
George Renwick, the Unionist candidate who ‘coming upon a crowd addressed by Miss
Conolan , one of the suffragette workers, courteously interrupted her to ask how long she
intended speaking, as he wished to address the same gathering. Clearly she ordered a copy of
the photograph. Mounted and unframed.
IV. Gertrude Conolan’s pocket notebook, in which she has written on separate pages,
in alpabetical order, the addresses of suffrage societies, not just the main ones such as the
WSPU & Women’s Freedom League, but many of the relatively obscure such as the Suffrage

Vigilance League, Women’s Writer’s Suffrage League and the Artist’s Suffrage League, who
evidently met at the ‘Brittany Studio’, 259 King’s Road, Chelsea. Notebook, 65mm x 45mm,
Original limp morocco wraps, c. 1913.
V. A mounted photograph of Gertrude Conolan
and dog, standing outside her house, 65 Medfield Road,
Roehampton. c. 1920s.
VI. A letter from her father, written in Dec 1914
from his home (he had been living for some time in the
US, in - apparently quite coincidentally - Medfield, a
suburb of Boston) setting out the immediate history of
her family. This was apparently in answer to an enquiry
she had made. Her grandfather had been a ship’s doctor
on the ‘Chanticleer’, which had done surveying work
around the coast of South America and was the ship,
before it was condemned too ricketty, that Darwin was
to have travelled on - the ‘Beagle’ being selected
instead.
VII. A letter from her step-mother, sent from the
US in 1916, after her father’s death, thanking her for the
care she had taken of him - a letter obviously treasured
to have been kept.
VIII. An engraved copper plate for reproducing ‘Miss Gertrude Conolan’ visiting cards.
IX. Two sheets of notepaper headed ‘Medfield, Roehampton’.
X. A square ceramic photograph of a woman, likely to be Gertrude Conolan’s mother. c.
1870.
A rare opportunity to acquire a group of items belonging to a Suffragette, including original sketches,
photographs and a notebook containing the addresses of several suffrage societies.
Gertrude Conolan (1872-?) was ‘born in Cheshire, the grand-daughter of two MP’s, one of whom was
Sir Oswald Mosley, MP for Burton-on-Trent. She was educated at St. Margaret’s Convent, East
Grinstead, at a Kindergarten Training College, and in Paris. She was a teacher at Highbury and
Islington GPDST High School when she joined the Women’s Social and Political Union in 1906. She
became treasurer of the Kensington branch and had a platform at the Hyde Park Demonstration in
June 1908. By October 1908 she had moved to Scotland, as WSPU organiser in Glasgow, where she
remained until at least December 1910. She took part in the “Black Friday” demonstration in
Parliament Square in November 1910. In 1911 Gertrude Conolan subscribed to the New
Constitutional Society for Women’s Suffrage. In August 1911 she succeeded Joan Dugdale as
secretary of the Actresses’ Franchise League and in November 1912, while retaining the position, also
became honorary secretary of the newly formed Federated Council of Suffrage Societies’(Crawford,
The Women’s Suffrage Movement, p. 138).
The present collection provides an unusual opportunity to acquire several sketches of a suffragette,
one is dated Oct 1906, just about the time Conolan joined the WSPU. The artist, her sister, Amy, had
met some success, as an illustrator of the Daily Mirror strip cartoon ‘Pip and Squeak’, her work
appearing in the very first ‘Pip and Squeak’ annual. However, she sadly met a dreadful end, dying in a
house fire at her home at Clonmel Road, Teddington, in Jan 1925. Gertrude testified that her sister, as
an artist, preferred candlelight to gaslight. An awful warning. We can find no further details of
Gertrude’s later life, nor the exact date of her death.

4.
DICEY, Albert Venn. LETTERS TO A FRIEND ON VOTES FOR WOMEN. London, John
Murray, Albemarle Street. 1909.
£ 250
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vii, [i], 93, [1] blank; a very good copy in the original printed wraps, spine
lightly sunned.
Scarce first edition of Albert Venn Dicey’s contentious Letters
presenting his case against women being given the vote, which
ultimately spawned Bertrand Russell’s rebuke, ‘Anti-Suffragist
Anxieties’, a year later.
‘Of the many dangers Dicey perceived as threatening Edwardian
Britain, he anticipated as the greatest calamity the implementation of
Irish Home Rule. In fact, the danger that women might be inclined to
vote for Home Rule was the dominant consideration in his decision to
oppose suffrage. On all questions except for the continued integration
of Ireland within the United Kingdom and opposition to women’s
suffrage, Dicey claimed that he was prepared “to make very
considerable concessions”.
As a right-wing Liberal Unionist, Dicey took stands antithetical to those
of Russell on almost every major issue of the day. Dedicated above all
to the preservation of what remained of mid-Victorian political and
economic values, he deplored measures he called “socialistic” that
seemed to him to undermine further laissez-faire. Dicey’s pessimism
about the future of parliamentary government, his disillusionment with party politics, his hostility to
any extension of the male franchise and, indeed, his denunciation of democracy were particular points
of contention. The contrast between Dicey’s Letters to a Friend and Russell’s Anti-Suffragist Anxieties
presents one of the clearest expositions of political polarity in the pamphlet controversies of the
period’ (Collected Papers of Bertrand Russell, Volume 12, 1985, p. 304).
OCLC records three copies at the BL, NLS and one in Paris.

5.
FAWCETT, Millicent Garrett. HOME AND POLITICS an address delivered at Toynbee
Hall and elsewhere. [London], Women’s Printing Society, [n.d., c. 1910?].
£ 75
8vo, pp. 8; lightly foxed; stapled at head of title ‘Margaret Clark, Street, Somerset’; stitched as issued.
A much reproduced speech by ‘Mrs. Henry Fawcett’ first given c. 1890 and here reissued by the
Women’s Printing Society around 1910, evidently to add weight to the Votes for Women campaign
which was then gathering momentum.
‘When we speak of womanliness and the gentler qualities of the
feminine nature, we must be careful not to mistake true for
false, and false for true. Is there anything truly feminine in
fainting fits, or in screaming at a mouse or at a black beetle?
Fifty years ago a female of truly delicate susceptibilities was
supposed to faint on the slightest provocation; but there was, I
venture to think, nothing truly and essentially womanly in this
accomplishment; it was merely a fashion which has now happily
passed away. Women don’t faint now unless their heart or their
digestion is out of order’ (pp. 7-8).

6.
FAWCETT, Millicent Garrett. WHAT I REMEMBER …
London: T. Fisher Unwin Ltd, Adelphi Terrace. 1925. £ 25
SECOND IMPRESSION. 8vo, pp. 272; with frontispiece (see left) and
five plates; lightly foxed in places; uncut in the original publisher’s
cloth, spine lightly sunned with wear at head, some surface wear
to cloth.

Early issue of the memoirs of noted political activist and suffragist, Millicent Garrett Fawcett (18471929).
‘When the First World War broke out in 1914, while the WSPU ceased all of their activities to focus on
the war effort, Fawcett’s NUWSS did not. This was largely because as the organisation was significantly
less militant than the WSPU, it contained many more pacifists, and general support for the war within
the organisation was weaker. The WSPU, in comparison, was called jingoistic as a result of its leaders’
strong support for the war. While Fawcett was not a pacifist, she risked dividing the organisation if she
ordered a halt to the campaign, and the diverting of NUWSS funds from the government, as the
WSPU had done. The NUWSS continued to campaign for the vote during the war, and used the
situation to their advantage by pointing out the contribution women had made to the war effort in
their campaigns’ (Wikipedia).

“Should Women Vote?” Early Unpublished Article on Women’s Suffrage in the US

7.
FEZANDIE, Clement. THREE TYPED DRAFTS OF AN UNPUBLISHED ARTICLE ON
WOMAN’S SUFFRAGE IN THE UNITED STATES, Intended for Harper’s Weekly, two entitled
‘Should Women Vote?’, another ‘Women’s Rights’. New York, 686 Lexington Ave, 1894. £ 950
ORIGINAL TYPESCRIPTS. Three drafts, each 21.5cm x 14.5cm, pp. 9; 8; 22; corrections in the author’s hand
throughout, and with his address stamp at head of p. 1 of each work; some rubbing and browning,
otherwise in good state, together with a printed rejection letter from Harper & Brothers.
Unusual survival of three versions of an unpublished article on woman’s suffrage submitted to
Harper’s Weekly by the eventual science fiction writer Clement Fezandie.
In the first draft entitled ‘Should Women Vote?’, Fezandie sets out his reasons why woman’s suffrage
should not be granted, which mainly seems to be on the basis of their mental inferiority to men. He
conjectures that ‘the first use women would make of their newly acquired power would be a bad one.
Not realizing the impotence of prohibitory laws, they would at once pass stringent measures against
the traffic in liquors, against lotteries, gambling, brothels, and the numerous other social iniquities.
They would fail to realize that prohibition, to succeed in its object, must come from within, and not
from without, that it is by increasing the internal resistance of the individuals that good results can be
achieved, and not by governmental punishment’ (p. 3). After supporting his argument with the case of
what happened in the aftermath of French Revolution (where French citizens were given the right to
vote indiscriminately) he concludes the article by suggesting that ‘the time is not far distant when
women will be intellectually man’s equal, and morally his superior, hence we can feel tolerably safe in
helping them to this end by affording them all the assistance in our power’ (p. 9).

The second draft is essentially a reworking of the first, and whilst echoing the same concerns as in the
previous version, Fezandie’s conclusion seems rather more favourable to women: ‘let the people of
New York State then unite to have the proposed constitutional amendment passed, in order that our
example may induce other states to follow suit, and so inaugurate a grand movement of reformation.
America is the country where woman now enjoys the greatest liberty, and where she is consequently
more nearly on a level with man. Let us then carry her education a step further by giving her the
ballot!’ (p. 8).
The final considerably enlarged draft entitled ‘Women’s Right’s’ seems to be the definitive version
with Fezandie setting out his theories in more detail. Whilst he draws on the same argument that
women are both physically and mentally inferior to men (and ‘more over during certain periods of
childbirth etc. totally incapacitated for labor of any kind’!) he does seem to acknowledge ‘that woman
should have equal rights with man’ concluding ‘that the best way of obtaining these rights is to first
give her her legal rights, and then let her organize and brave public opinion in some ridiculous point
of no importance, when public opinion will by slow degrees change and gives her her rights’ (p. 22).
It would seem that Fezandie submitted the three versions to Harper’s Weekly in April 1894 in the
hope that one would be deemed suitable for publication, but evidently none were as the
accompanying printed rejection letter states: ‘We regret to say that the manuscript with which you
have favoured us is not available for any of our periodicals’. It is likely that Harper’s felt the subject
matter was just too risqué with the gathering momentum in favour of woman’s suffrage. Indeed, in
the same year despite 600,000 signatures, a petition for women suffrage was ignored in New York and
it was not until 1917 that New York state constitution granted women suffrage and thus became the
first Eastern state to fully enfranchise women.
Clement Fezandie (1865-1959) ‘was a math teacher in New York City and eventually wrote science
fiction for Hugo Gersback (1884-1967), the pioneering editor who invented sci-fi magazines, starting
with Amazing Stories in 1926’ (Standish: Hollow Earth, 2006, p. 225).

8.
FULFORD, Roger. VOTES FOR WOMEN. The Story of a Struggle … London, Readers
Union, Faber and Faber, 1958.
£ 25
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 285; in the original red publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt, cloth lightly
sunned.
First edition of this study of the Suffragette’s by Sir Roger Fulford CVO (1902-1983), English journalist,
historian, writer and politician.

9.
GALSWORTHY, John. GENTLES, LET US REST
Reprinted from “The Nation”. [London] Published by The
National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies, Parliament
Chambers, 14, Great Smith St., Westminster, S.W. [n.d.,
1913].
£ 85
ORIGINAL OFFPRINT. 8vo, pp. 16; in the original printed
wraps, recently stitched where original staples removed; a very
good copy.
Better known today for the Forsyth Saga, Galsworthy was an
early active supporter of the women’s suffrage movement. In
the present paper, which had first published in The Nation in
1910, he begins his moderate pro-suffrage argument by
asserting some ‘ground facts’ of sexual difference that ‘few are
likely to deny’. These consist in the fact that ‘Men are not, nor
ever will be, mothers,’ and women ‘are not, and perhaps, never
should be, warriors’.
OCLC: 11377899.

10. GORDON, Helen. THE PRISONER: an experience of forcible feeding [by a Suffragette].
Garden City Press, 1911.
£ 450
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 75; apart from some minor foxing to prelims a clean copy throughout; in the
original publisher’s wraps, decorated with a prison arrow, slightly chipped, otherwise a very good copy.
Scarce first edition of Helen Gordon’s harrowing account of her imprisonment, hunger strike and
forcible feeding.
‘This sketch of a prisoner is an absolutely true statement of my own imprisonment of one month in
October and November, 1909, in Strangeways Prison, Manchester’ (p. vi).
Helen Gordon Liddle (to give her her full name) had been arrested on 20th October, with Emily
Wilding Davison, after breaking windows in protest against the exclusion of women from a local
meeting, held by the Chancellor of Exchequer. On that same day she had witnessed Davison’s will.
OCLC records three copies in North America, at McMaster, Cornell, and the Huntington.

11. HAMILTON, Cicely. BEWARE! A warning to suffragists by Cicely Hamilton with Sketches
by H. Lowndes, D. Meeson Coates, C. Hedley Charlton. [London] Published by The Artists’
Suffrage League, 259 King’s Road, Chelsea … [1908/9].
£ 1,250
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 14; in the original green printed wraps, held together by original brass clip
through the top left-hand corner, as issued; apart from a few minor marks, a clean copy throughout, in
unusually fine condition.

Rare first edition of this radical piece of propaganda produced early on in the ‘Votes for Women’
campaign. Cicely Mary Hamilton (1872-1952), writer, journalist, actress, suffragist and feminist, wrote
the words – the sketches were supplied by leading suffrage artists: Mary Lowndes, Dora Meeson
Coates, C. Hedley Charlton – and the ‘Rhyme Book’ was published by the Artists’ Suffrage League in
1909.
‘Don’t earn your living –
If you can,
Have it earned for you
By a man.
Then sit at home
From morn till night,
And cook and cook
With all your might
It may be slow –
But you can say,
“It’s just as slow
In Holloway.”
Above are the final words of the pamphlet Beware! A Warning to Suffragists
… The author was Cicely Hamilton, who wrote the pamphlet sometime
before 1909. Hamilton’s satirical poem mocking the opponents of female
suffrage is accompanied by cartoons drawn by three artists involved with the
Artists Suffrage League, a group who produced designs for banners, posters
and postcards to be used in the demand for votes for women. The artists
who produced the cartoons for Beware were Mary Lowndes who was a
noted stained-glass designer and Dora Meeson Coates, a painter of portraits, landscapes and flowers.
Less is known about the third artist, C. Hedley-Charlton, who produced the front cover image.’ (see
https://unlockideas.wordpress.com/2012/11/26/beware-a-warning-to-suffragists-2/).

OCLC turns up only a handful of copies worldwide, three in the UK (at Cambridge, the BL & University
of Sussex), three in North America (at Bryn Mawr, and the Universities of Waterloo & Victoria in
Canada), and one at the Aletta Institute in the Netherlands.

12. HAMILTON, Cicely. WOMEN’S VOTES. The Repression of a Disenfranchised Sex. Printed
by Sidders & Co., 17 & 19, Ball Street, Kensington. [1908].
£ 150
8vo, pp. 4; apart from fold along outer edge and tag where once stuck in to an album, in good original
state.
Scarce offprint (September 1908) of this impassioned piece by writer, journalist, actress, suffragist and
feminist Cicely Mary Hamilton (1872-1952), originally published in the ‘Sunday Times’ of 15 March
1908 and here reprinted by the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies.
‘I am no opponent of temperance legislation - on the contrary, I advocate it strongly; but I am an
opponent of one-sided laws of any description, of laws which penalize women for vices which men
are left free to indulge. The fact that a double standard of morality exists is one of the curses of the
human race; and it is in the interests of the human race that we desire to abolish that double
standard, not to confirm it by legislation. If our male law-makers will not reform themselves, they have
no right to attempt to reform other people’ (p. 2).
In the rare dustjacket

13. KENNEY, Annie. MEMORIES OF A MILITANT. With
Portraits. London, Edward Arnold & Co. 1924.
£ 550
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. x, [ii], 308, 16 advertisements; in the
original purple publisher’s cloth lettered in green and with white
border, minor sunning to extremities, but otherwise a very good
clean copy, with the remains of the original printed dustjacket
with photographic portrait of Annie Kenney on upper wrapper.
The remarkable Memories of Annie Kenney, the English working
class suffragette who became a leading figure in the Women’s
Social and Political Union. She attracted the attention of the
press and the public in 1905, when she, and Christabel
Pankhurst, were imprisoned for several days for assault and
obstruction, after heckling Sir Edward Grey at a Liberal rally in
Manchester on the issue of votes for women. This incident is
credited with inaugurating a new phase in the struggle for
women’s suffrage in the UK, with the adoption of militant
tactics. Her autobiography provides a fascinating insight in to
her life, the rise of the militant campaign and ultimate victory
for women voters.
OCLC: 1746286.

14. [KILGOUR, Margaret]. WOMEN’S LOCAL GOVERNMENT FRANCHISE 1918. England
and Wales. A New Franchise. Published by The Women’s Local Government Society …
February, 1918.
£ 125
Leaflet (202mm x 253mm), double-sided; with two punch holes in the wide margin and slight tear
inward from the left-hand margin, with no loss of text.
Scarce leaflet written by Margaret Kilgour at the behest of ‘The Women’s Local Government Society’,
setting out the qualifications for voting in local government elections under the new ‘Representation
of the People’ Act 1918.’
‘A married woman of over 30 years of age, not legally disqualified, is entitled to be registered as a
Local Government elector for any local government area where she is the wife of a man who is
entitled to be so registered in respect of premises in which they both reside’ (p. 2, ‘The Wife’s
Franchise’).

15. LYTTON, Constance and Jane WARTON, Spinster. PRISONS & PRISONERS. Some
personal experiences … London, William Heinemann. [1914].
£ 550
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. x, [ii], 337, [1] blank, 16 advertisements; with portraits of each of the authors,
one as a frontispiece; in the original maroon publisher’s cloth, upper board with WSPU motif by E. Sylvia
Pankhurst, spine lightly sunned; contemporary ownership signature ‘Annie Barnard 1914’ on front free
endpaper; a very good copy.
First edition of the autobiography of aristocratic suffragette Constance Lytton. In it, she details her
militant actions in the struggle to gain the vote for women, including her masquerade and
imprisonment as the working-class “Jane Warton.” As a member of a well-known political family (and
grand-daughter of the famous novelist Edward Bulwer-Lytton), Lytton’s arrests garnered much
attention at the time, but she was treated differently than other suffragettes because of her class when other suffragettes were forcibly fed while on hunger strikes, she was released. “Jane Warton,”
however, was forcibly fed, an act that permanently damaged Lytton’s health, but that also became a
singular moment in the history of women’s and prisoner’s rights.
OCLC: 2495727.

16. McDONALD, Ian. VINDICATION! A Postcard History of the Women’s Movement.
Foreward by The Rt Hon Baroness Seear. London, Bellew Publishing, [1989].
£ 25
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. 127; in the original publisher’s cloth, with the printed pictorial dustwrapper,
tear to head of spine, otherwise a very good copy.
An attractive publication, profusely illustrated, providing a history of the picture postcards and the
visual record they gave of the many developments in the history of the women’s movement.

17. MACKENZIE, Midge. SHOULDER TO SHOULDER. A Documentary by Midge Mackenzie.
Penguin Books, 1975.
£ 25
4to, pp. x, 338, [4]; in the original printed pictorial wraps, a very good copy.
Midge Mackenzie’s ‘stirring history of the Militant Suffragettes, the voices, the faces, the deeds, the
memories, the personal testimony of the remarkable women who fought and won the battle for the
vote’.

18. MARCUS, Jane editor. SUFFRAGE AND THE PANKHURSTS … Routledge & Kegan Paul,
London and New York. 1987.
£ 25
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vii, 325; in the original black publishers cloth, complete with the original
dustwrapper; a near fine copy.
Important articles written by Emmeline, Sylvia and Christabel Pankhurst during the Suffragette
Campaign, 1903-14.

19. [MARSHALL, Catherine]. ELECTION CAMPAIGN IN CUMBERLAND. Carlisle,
Whitehaven, and Cockermouth Divisions. [Issued by the National Union of Women’s Suffrage
Societies] Printed and Published by T. Bakewell, 54, Main-street, Keswick. [1909].
£ 225
Original flyer, 342mm x 215mm, printed on recto only, with the original tear off slip still attached; loose,
as issued, and folded.
Rare flyer issued by the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies for an election campaign in
Cumberland, arranged and printed by Catherine Marshall.
Catherine Marshall (1880-1961) campaigned in Cumberland for the Liberal cause at the general
election in January 1906 and in May 1908, with her mother, formed at Keswick a branch of the
National Union of Women’s Suffrage Society. Her ‘initiative of setting up a stall to sell suffrage
literature was one that was soon emulated by other NUWSS societies. She was full of energy in
campaigning across Westmorland and Cumberland, organizing there a model campaign for the
general election in January 1910. She arranged the printing of a leaflet. “Election Campaign in
Cumberland”, which set out the NUWSS’s objects and methods, and very efficiently included a tear-off
sheet instructing the recipient to indicate their proposed degree of involvement in the campaign,
ranging from a donation, through canvassing for signatures, to supplying board and lodging for
helpers. By December 1909 Catherine Marshall had been elected a member of the NUWSS committee
set up to reform its structure’ (Crawford, p. 382).
See Elizabeth Crawford, The Women’s Suffrage Movement, pp. 382-384.

20. MITCHELL, David. QUEEN CHRISTABEL. A biography
of Christabel Pankhurst … Macdonald and Jane’s, London.
1977.
£ 25
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. x, 397; in the original publisher’s cloth,
with printed dustwrapper; a very good copy.
‘In her diatribe against the WSPU leaders [in The Ascent of
Woman, a History of the Suffragette Movement, 2003], [Melanie]
Phillips relies heavily on David Mitchell’s sexist and misogynist
biography of Christabel, Queen Christabel, published in 1977
when second-wave feminism was making its impact. Mitchell
writes in a masculinist tone, mocking and ridiculing the
suffragettes. His book is notorious for its final chapter, “Bitch
power”, where he sees an affinity between Christabel’s views and
the “wilder rantings” of second-wave feminists, such as Kate
Millet, Ti-Grace Atkinson and Germaine Greer’ (see
www.timeshighereducation.com/)

21. MITCHELL, David. WOMEN ON THE WARPATH. The Story of the Women of the First
World War. London, Jonathan Cape, 1966.
£ 25
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xvi, 400; in the original publisher’s cloth, with the rather creased and worn
printed dustwrapper, but still a good copy.
‘Many of these women are still alive. For two years David Mitchell has visited and corresponded with
them and their families, collecting material for this book. His account begins with the Pankhursts and
ends with the election of Lady Astor to Parliament; it is filled with marvellous stories of the women
who organized, fought, travelled and worked wherever and however they could, bursting out of the
confines of class and domestic imprisonment’ (Publisher’s note).

22. [MITCHELL, Hannah]. THE HARD WAY UP. The
Autobiography of Hannah Mitchell, Suffragette and Rebel.
Edited by Geoffrey Mitchell, with a preface by George Ewart
Evans. London, Faber and Faber, 1968.
£ 20
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 260; with photographic frontispiece of
the Hannah Mitchell; a fine copy in the original publisher’s cloth
complete with printed dustwrapper, lightly sunned.
First edition of Hannah Mitchell’s autobiography, edited by her
grandson, and published posthumously in 1968, twelve years
after her death.
Hannah Mitchell (born Hannah Maria Webster; 1872-1956) was
an English suffragette and socialist. Born into a poor farming
family in Derbyshire, Mitchell left home at a young age to work
as a seamstress in Bolton, where she became involved in the
socialist movement. She worked for many years in organisations
related to socialism, women’s suffrage and pacifism. After the
First World War she was elected to Manchester City Council and
worked as a magistrate, before later working for Labour Party
leader, Keir Hardie.

23. [NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES]. PROGRAMME. National
Union Women’s Suffrage Societies. Men’s League. Women’s Suffrage [Portsmouth?] [n.d., but
1908?].
£ 185
Broadside 335mm x 208mm, printed on recto only; alittle foxed and with creases where folded, but still
a remarkable survival.

Programme for an evening meeting that began with a musical recital, followed by the singing of
suffrage songs (the words are printed - one of them is by Margaret O’Shea, sister of the secretary of
the Portsmouth NUWSS society) and then a speech by Lady Balfour followed by more singing before
a rousing closing speech by Alice Abadam.
Interestingly the ‘Vote of Thanks’ is seconded by Alderman Sanders, LCC, who in 1908 was Labour
parliamentary candidate for Portsmouth and whose wife, Beatrice, was financial secretary to the
WSPU. We believe this programme may date from 1908 - because there is a mention at its foot of an
Exhibition of Banners (Fuller’s tea Rooms, Palmerston Road) - and such exhibitions were common
after the June 1908 Hyde Park rally.

24. [NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES]. SUGGESTIONS FOR WORK
in support of the Women’s Suffrage Bill, down for Second Reading on Friday, 28th February
1908. [London, National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies, 1908].
£ 150
Leaflet (203mm x 253mm), printed on recto only; evidence of folding and small mark on verso where
once tipped in to an album, otherwise in good original state.
Scarce leaflet issued by the NUWSS in February 1908 setting out ways in which pressure could be put
on MPs.
‘It is all-important to bring the most effective pressure possible upon Members of Parliament, both on
those who are pledged to Women’s Suffrage and on those whose views are doubtful, to induce them
to vote for the Bill … Personal pressure from their own Constituencies, by letter or interview, from men
who are voters, has the most powerful effect’.

25. [NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES]. ORIGINAL BADGE of the
National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies. Birmingham, W.O. Lewis of Howard Street, [c.
1910].
£ 550
Original circular ‘rose’ badge, 33mm, enamelled in green around the edge, with ‘Woman’s Suffrage’
appearing in a circle of white enamel within and inside that a red rose, with green leaves in the
intersections between its petals; in fine condition.

‘By 1909 members of the Women’s Social and Political Union could choose to buy, from a wide
selection, badges, brooches (distinguished from badges only by being devoid of a slogan), pendants,
pins and hatpins that affirmed member ship of their chosen society’ (Elizabeth Crawford, The Women’s
Suffrage Movement, p. 304). All other suffragette organisations followed in issuing badges.
This particular badge originally belonged to Selina Brown (1887-1971) who lived all her life in
Coventry and in 1911 was working as a machinist at a motor works - thought to be British ThomsonHouston where she spent all her working life.
… a breakthrough …

26. [NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES]. WOMEN SUFFRAGISTS’
CELEBRATION [Flyer issued by the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies]. London,
printed by Harrison, Jehring and Co., Ltd … February 1914.
£ 285
ORIGINAL FLYER. 1 page, printed on recto only; lightly
browned with stamp and ink annotation (see below); a rare
and important survival.
Rare flyer printed for the celebrations to be held at Queen’s
Hall, Langham Place on Thursday 21 February 1918 - ‘To
Welcome the Extension of the Franchise to Women’.
‘The National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies, which
had always employed ‘constitutional’ methods, continued to
lobby during the war years, and compromises were worked
out between the NUWSS and the coalition government. On
6 February, the Representation of the People Act 1918 was
passed, enfranchising women over the age of 30 who met
minimum property qualifications. About 8.4 million women
gained the vote’ (Wikipedia).
The flyer includes the long list of societies that were taking
part - with the notable exception of the WSPU. On the list
was the New Constitutional Society for Women’s Suffrage and this flyer bears the annotation in ink ‘Please get tickets
from’ followed by the NCWS’s rubber stamp with their
address in Knightsbridge. The Celebration didn’t take place
on 21 February but rather on 13 March. We assume that,
although the flyers had been printed, they had left
insufficient time to organise it.

27.

PANKHURST, Emmeline. MY OWN STORY. London, Eveleigh Nash, 1914.

£ 450

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [xvi], 364; with frontispiece and a number of plates throughout; errata slip
tipped in; in the original blue publisher’s cloth, remains of circulating library label at head of upper
board. otherwise a good copy.
First edition of the autobiography of Emmeline Pankhurst (1858-1928), political activist and leader of
the British suffragette movement who helped women win the right to vote.
In 1999 Time named Pankhurst as one of the 100 Most Important People of the 20th Century, stating:
“she shaped an idea of women for our time; she shook society into a new pattern from which there
could be no going back.” She was widely criticised for her militant tactics, and historians disagree
about their effectiveness, but her work, along with her daughters, is recognised as a crucial element in
achieving women’s suffrage in Britain.

28. [PANKHURST, Christabel]. ORIGINAL STUDIO PORTRAIT OF DAME CHRISTABEL
PANKHURST by Kate Simmons. [c. 1910].
£ 185
Bromide postcard print (134 mm x 85 mm), unused, verso with some very light foxing, otherwise in good
original state.

Christabel Pankhurst seems to have set out to counter stereotypical images of the suffragettes in the
press and the burgeoning postcard market by using the studios of female photographers such as
Gilmour Stiell in Broadstairs and Kate Simmons in Margate.
A copy of this sensitive postcard portrait is held at the National Portrait Gallery, London.

29. PANKHURST, Christabel. THE GREAT SCOURGE and how to end it. London: E.
Pankhurst, Lincoln’s Inn House, Kingsway, W.C. 1913.
£ 250
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xi, 155, [1] blank, [3] adverts; in the original printed green wraps, lightly dustsoiled, but still a very good copy.
Uncommon work concerning sexual diseases, mostly Syphilis and Gonorrhoea and their medical,
social and political impact. The “Great Scourge” is venereal disease but the suffragette movement and
votes for women also feature in the text, the author’s view apparently being that men who were
against votes for women were in favour of prostitution.

30. PANKHURST, Christabel. PLAIN FACTS ABOUT A GREAT EVIL. and how to end it. New
York, The Sociological fund of the Medical review of reviews, 1913.
£ 150
FIRST AMERICAN EDITION. 8vo, pp. 157, [7] adverts; in the original printed wraps, lettered in green
and bordered in purple, worn and stained, but still a good copy.
First American edition of Pankhurst’s ‘Great Scourge’ (published in the same year), evidently retitled
for the American audience. The work concerns sexual diseases, mostly Syphilis and Gonorrhoea and
their medical, social and political impact.
OCLC: 1573687.

31. PANKHURST, Christabel. INTERNATIONAL MILITANCY … A Speech delivered at
Carnegie Hall, New York, January 13th, 1915. The Women’s Social and Political Union,
Lincoln’s Inn House, Kingsway, W.C. [1915].
£ 250
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 24; stapled as issued in the original printed wraps, marked at head and staples
rusted, but still a good copy.

First edition of Christabel Pankhurst’s speech delivered at the Carnegie Hall in New York in January
1915 urging America to join the war effort.
‘In 1915 the WSPU published as a pamphlet titled International Militancy, a speech given by Christabel
Pankhurst … in the course of it she had said, “You would not have thought much of our intelligence,
our patriotism, our love of freedom, if we have let (German) millitarism … use us suffragettes … to
destroy the mother of Parliament … We shall have plenty of time when this war is over to fight our
Civil War for votes for women”’ (Crawford, p. 497-498).
OCLC records three copies in North America, at Hamilton College Library, Princeton and the
Huntington.

32. PANKHURST, Christabel. PRESSING PROBLEMS OF THE CLOSING AGE. Foreward by
the Rev. F.B. Meyer, D.D. London, Morgan & Scott Ltd, 1924.
£ 65
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 193, [5]; with frontispiece portrait (see above); in the original publisher’s
cloth, spine lettered in gilt, some dust-soiling and surface wear, but still a good copy.
Pankhurst addresses Rebellion against God, Votes for women, Unrest in Europe and Zionism, among
other pressing problems.

33. PANKHURST, Christabel. UNSHACKLED. The story of
how we won the vote. Edited by the Right Honourable Lord
Pethick-Lawrence of Peaslake. Hutchinson of London.
[1959].
£ 275
FIRST EDITION, EDITOR’S PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. 312;
in the original red publisher’s cloth, with the printed dustwrapper,
minor chipping to extremities, otherwise a very appealing copy,
inscribed on the title ‘Ethel McCombie … Pethick-Lawrence Sept.
12. 1959’.
First edition of Christabel Pankhurst’s own account of the
struggle for the vote, published a year after her death.

‘After the death of Christabel Pankhurst early in 1958 the manuscript of this book - the inside story of
the Pankhursts told by one of themselves - was discovered by her executrix hidden in an old trunk. It
is the graphic account of the Suffragettes written by the woman who initiated their “unladylike” tactics
and led the struggle for “Votes for Women” to triumphant victory’ (note on dustwrapper).
The work is edited, and attractively inscribed by Lord Pethick-Lawrence, who with his wife was closely
associated with the Pankhurst’s during the campaign up until 1912 when the connection was
‘unhappily severed owing to a disagreement on policy’ (p. 13).

34. PANKHURST, E. Sylvia. THE SUFFRAGETTE. The History of the Women’s Militant
Suffrage Movement 1905-1910. London, Gay & Hancock Limited … 1911.
£ 850
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [ii] errata, [xii], 517, [1] blank; with numerous photographic illustrations
throughout; paper light age toned, some minor foxing to fore edge; in the original purple publisher’s
cloth, with the Suffragette portcullis blocked on upper cover, some minor sunning and rubbing but not
detracting from this being a highly desirable copy.
First edition of Sylvia Pankhurst’s propagandist history of the Women’s Social and Political Union’s
campaign, The Suffragette: The History of the Women’s Militant Suffrage Movement 1905-1910.
Born in Manchester, Estelle Sylvia Pankhurst (1882–1960) was daughter of Dr. Richard Pankhurst and
Emmeline Pankhurst, members of the Independent Labour Party and much concerned with women’s
rights. It is little surprise then that she was to become one of the foremost campaigners for the
suffragette movement in the United Kingdom, and a prominent communist. In 1906 she started to
work full-time with the Women’s Social and Political Union with her sister (Christabel) and her mother.
In contrast to them she retained her interest in the labour movement.
In 1914 she broke with the WSPU over the group’s promotion of arson attacks. Sylvia set up the East
London Federation of Suffragettes (ELFS), which over the years evolved politically and changed its
name accordingly, first to Women’s Suffrage Federation and then to the Workers’ Socialist Federation.
She founded the newspaper of the WSF, Women’s Dreadnought, which subsequently became the
Workers Dreadnought.

35. PANKHURST, E. Sylvia. DELPHOS. The Future of International Language … London:
Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd. [1927].
£ 30

FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 95; in the original blue publisher’s cloth, complete with the original printed
dustwrapper, lightly dust-soiled, but still a very good copy.
First edition of one of Sylvia Pankhurst’s lesser known works, Delphos, or the future of International
Language, in which she advocates Interlingua.

36. PANKHURST, E. Sylvia. THE LIFE OF EMMELINE PANKHURST. The Suffragette Struggle
for Women’s Citizenship … London, T. Werner Laurie Ltd., Cobham House, 24 & 26 Water
Lane. 1935.
£ 200
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp.180; foxing to title and fore edge,
otherwise clean throughout; in the original green
publisher’s cloth, with the original rather worn and chipped
printed dustwrapper, with 1” loss at head of spine and 2.5”
tear to upper wrapper, cloth, however, in very good state.
First edition of The Life of Emmeline Pankhurst, (18581928) the leader of the Suffragettes, written by her
daughter.
The illustration on the front cover of the dustwrapper is
particularly evocative of her struggle, the scene described
on the back: ‘The illustration on the front of this jacket
represents Emmeline Pankhurst, weakened by the hunger
and thirst strike, arrested at gates of Buckingham Palace
when the Suffragettes attempted to interview the King on
May 21st, 1914. The huge policeman gave her a great
bear’s hug which caused excruciating pain. In her prison
cell she suffered from it many days’. As it happened, by a
strange quirk of fate, the arresting officer, Superintendent
Rolfe, pictured carrying Emmeline away from the
demonstration, died two weeks later of heart failure.
Inscribed by the Author

37. PANKHURST, E. Sylvia. SAVE THE MOTHERS. A Plea for Measures to Prevent the
Annual Loss of about 3000 Child-bearing Mothers and 20,000 Infant Lives in England and
Wales and a Similar Grievous Wastage in other Countries. London, Alfred A. Knopf. 1930.£ 250
FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY 8vo, pp. [iv], 216; in the original blue publisher’s cloth, spine
lettered in gilt; a clean and desirable copy, inscribed on front free endpaper ‘To Mrs. Olga E. Philips with
best wishes from the Author E. Sylvia Pankhurst 12th May 1956’.
First edition, and a desirable presentation copy, of Save the Mothers, Sylvia Pankhurst’s plea for better
maternity care.

‘In 1927, at the age of forty-five, Sylvia openly and proudly became the mother of an “illegitimate”
son, Richard. Motivated partly by this experience, Sylvia published her book Save the Mothers, arguing
that high rates of maternal, infant, and fetal mortality were all the more reprehensible because they
were preventable. With special attention to working-class and single mothers, she made the case for a
universal, free maternity service. Condemning “vast expenditure on armaments,” she “urge[d] that the
money saved on engines of destruction … be diverted to the high service of life creation.”’ (Derr,
ProLife Feminism, p. 169).

38. PANKHURST,
E.
Sylvia.
THE
SUFFRAGETTE MOVEMENT. An Intimate
Account of Persons and Ideals … London,
Longmans, Green and Co., 1931.
£ 300
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, 631, [1] blank; with
frontispiece portrait of Emmeline Pankhurst and
seven plates; in the original black publisher’s cloth,
spine lettered in gilt, slight marking to boards,
otherwise a very good copy.
First edition of this detailed and personal history of
the suffragette movement by one of the best
known figures of the fight for women’s rights.
‘I have essayed to describe events and experiences
as one felt them; to estimate character and
intention in the mellowing light of intervening
years. My desire has been to introduce the actors in
the drama as living beings; to show the striving,
suffering, hugely hopeful human entity behind the
pageantry, the rhetoric and turbulence. In this
effort I have often been thrown back upon by own
experience. I have given it frankly, knowing that I
could thus describe with greater poignancy and
vigour the general experience of those who
cherished and toiled for the same cause and
encountered the same ordeals’ (Preface, p. vii).

39. PANKHURST, E. Sylvia. EDUCATION IN ETHIOPIA. New Times and Ethiopia News.
[London] Norman, Hopper & Co., Ltd. [c. 1947].
£ 135
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 36; with 27 photographs and a map; lightly browned due to paper stock;
staped as issued in the original printed publisher’s wraps, a very good copy.
Scarce pamphlet by Sylvia Pankhurst discussing the progress of education in Ethiopia, complete with
photographs, map and a forward by Ato Emmanuel Abraham, the Director-General of the Ethiopian
Ministry of Education.

40. [PANKHURST, E. Sylvia]. LITTLE INNOCENTS. Childhood Reminiscences … London:
Cobden-Sanderson, 1932.
£ 20
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 124; in the original green publisher’s cloth, spine sunned and some fading
to boards, complete with the original pictorial dustwrapper, small portion missing from lower wrapper,
and with some discreet repairs on verso, still a good copy.
An entertaining collection of writings about childhood by the likes of Sylvia Pankhurst, Edmund
Blunden, Edward Sackville-West, Robert Byron, John Betjeman, Evelyn Waugh, and Vita Sackville-West.
‘In 1893 we returned to the city of my birth. Our parents immersed themselves in the rising movement
of Labour and Socialism in the Industrial North. I was a big girl of twelve now; a pupil of the
Manchester High School, enthused for Socialism, burning with pity and indignation for the dwellers. in
the grey and dismal slums’ (Those Elfin Days, Sylvia Pankhurst, p. 41)

41. [PETHICK-LAWRENCE, Emmeline & Frederick William]. THE STORY OF “VOTES FOR
WOMEN” [London]. Supplement to Votes for Women, September 24th, 1909.
£ 250
4to, pp. 4; short tear to outer edge, lightly and evenly browned due to paper stock, but still a very good
copy.
Colourful insert, being printed in the Suffragette colours of green and purple, for Votes for Women
giving a short history of the periodical together with forms to fill out for subscription and advertising
space, evidently to help swell the coiffeurs of the Women’s Social and Political Union.
‘Ask the man in the street whether the Suffragettes have a paper, and he will answer you at once, “Yes,
Votes for Women”; ask the newspaper man where you can learn all about what the Suffragettes are
saying, and he will bid you go to the same source for your information. Even the political opponent,
who prefers to pretend that the Suffragettes consist of only a small band of noisy people with no
political importance, yet finds himself every now and again glancing furtively at the Votes for Women
cartoon and reading the articles of Christabel Pankhurst and Mrs. Pethick Lawrence to know what the
next move of the Women’s Social and Political Union is likely to be’.

42. PETHICK LAWRENCE, Frederick William. WOMEN’S FIGHT FOR THE VOTE. The
Woman’s Press, 156 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C. [1910].
£ 450
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vii, [i] blank, 142, [2] advertisements; light foxing to prelims, otherwise clean
throughout; in the original maroon wraps, lettered and tooled in gilt, lightly sunned and with chipping
at head of spine, but not detracting from this being a very desirable item.

First edition of Pethick-Lawrence’s Women’s fight for the vote, based on articles he had first published
in Votes for Women.
In 1907 Frederick and Emmeline Pethick Lawrence had started the journal Votes for Women. The
Pethick-Lawrences’ large home in London became the office of the WSPU. It was also used as a kind
of hospital where women made ill by their prison experiences could recover their strength before
embarking on further militant acts. Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence served six terms of imprisonment for
her political activities during this period.
OCLC records just two copies, at the BL and Lyon.

43. PETHICK-LAWRENCE, Emmeline. MY PART IN A CHANGING WORLD. London, Victor
Gollancz Ltd, 1938.
£ 250
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 367, [1] blank; with photographic frontispiece portrait of the author; apart
from some minor light browning, a clean copy; in the original black publishers cloth, lightly rubbed to
extremities.
First edition of Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence’s autobiography giving her first hand account of her
involvement in the Votes for Women campaign, including the protests, arrests, subsequent jail terms,
the break from the Pankhurst’s in 1912, and concluding with three chapters on her career after the
granting of woman suffrage in 1918.

44. PETHICK-LAWRENCE, Frederick William. FATE HAS BEEN KIND … London, The
National Book, Hutchinson & Co. (Publishers), Ltd. 1942.
£ 25
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 219; with photographic frontispiece of the author; in the original blue
publishers cloth, spine lettered in black, lightly rubbed and dust-soiled.
First edition of the autobiography of Frederick William Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence’s, British politician,
who was a leader of the woman suffrage movement in Great Britain during the first two decades of
the 20th century; he later served (1945–47) as secretary of state for India and Burma (now Myanmar).

45. [POTT, Gladys]. REPORT OF LECTURE BY MISS POTT ON THE ANTI-SUFFRAGE
MOVEMENT. Delivered at 67 Westbourne Terrace, W. on Tuesday December 12th 1911. Sir
Bartle Frere presiding. [London] Printed by the National Press Agency Limited, Whitefriars
House … and Published by the National League for Opposing Woman Suffrage, Caxton
House, Tothill Street … [1911].
£ 125
8vo, pp. 16; apart from some very light minor dust-soiling, and rust marks in gutter where staples once
were, a clean copy; disbound, as issued.
Gladys Pott was the Anti-Suffrage Movement strongest ammunition. In Campaigning for the Vote Kate
Frye gives a wonderful description of watching Miss Pott in action: ‘a most harsh, repellent and
unpleasing woman. She began by saying we should not get sentiment from her and we did not.’
Certainly you get the flavour of her style from this Lecture - particularly in the treatment of
questioners - all faithfully reported. The Lecture was published by the National League for Opposing
Woman Suffrage.
COPAC records a copy held by LSE Library.
Dedicated to ‘The brave women who to-day are fighting for freedom’

46. ROBERTS, Katherine. PAGES FROM THE DIARY OF A MILITANT SUFFRAGETTE.
Letchworth and London: Garden City Press, 1910.
£ 385
FIRST EDITION 8vo, pp. iv, 144; ownership signature at head of front wrapper (‘A.E. Willson’?) and
some marginal pencillings throughout, a few spots to title; in the original green printed publisher’s
wraps, minor chipping to extremities and lightly sunned, otherwise a very good copy.
First edition of this lively and vivid account by an active Suffragette, though it is unclear whether it is
an autobiography or fiction.
‘The first man to whom I handed a leaflet tore it in pieces and threw it on the ground at my feet. I shall
always be grateful to him for having done that. It was just what I needed to give me courage. Instantly
all sense of nervousness left me, and I was conscious only of a feeling of indignation that any man
should dare thus to treat the question of women desiring to be counted as citizens’ (p. 9).

The author, Katherine Roberts, who apparently served as a nurse in a London Maternity hospital,
dedicates her work to ‘The brave women who to-day are fighting for freedom’ followed with a
prologue entitled ‘The Prison’. The diary then begins on February 4th 1909: ‘While I was out this
morning doing some shopping, I met a Suffragette’ and continues for just over a year until February
11th 1910 detailing her humble beginnings canvassing for support, handing out leaflets, selling copies
of ‘Votes for Women’ and attending local meetings, to more militant action she was involved in and
its consequences.
Though clearly written by an active suffragette we tend to think, though based around real events, it is
fiction. A second edition was called for in 1911 which suggests that it was having the desired effect
and adding further support to the campaign.
OCLC records copies in North America at McMaster, Queens, Toronto, Stanford, Northwestern,
Michigan and Cornell.

47. ROSEN, Andrew. RISE UP, WOMEN! The militant
campaign of the Women’s Social and Political Union 1903-1914.
London and Boston, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1974.
£ 20
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xix, 312; in the original publisher’s cloth, with
the printed pictorial dustwrapper; a near fine copy.
‘The Suffragette movement shattered the domestic tranquillity of
Edwardian England. In 1913 and 1914, women set fire to houses,
churches, railway stations and cricket pavilions, broke windows and
destroyed mail in a desperate attempt to force the Liberal
government to grant women the right to vote in parliamentary
elections. Rise Up, Women! is an original and searching study of the
formidable organization which led this campaign: the Women’s Social
and Political Union’ (note on dustwrapper).

48. [SCOTCHMEN IN DOWNING STREET]. SPEECHES BY THE DELEGATES. 18th July 1913.
Edinburgh, printed by W. Cuthbertson and Co., Union Street. 1913.
£ 385
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 14, [2]; in the original printed wraps, recently restitched, evidence of once
being stapled, some minor dust-soiling, but still a very good copy; withdrawn from the Fawcett Library
with their label on inside front cover, and small stamp on title.
The ‘Scotchmen’ were the Northern Men’s Federation for Women’s Suffrage founded by Maud
Arncliffe-Sennett with the purpose of taking a deputation to see Asquith. The intention was that the
deputation should, for maximum publicity, be timed to coincide with the arrival of the NUWSS
‘Pilgrims’ in London. Asquith, however, held true to his word – repeated on several occasions – that he
would not receive the deputation. This pamphlet, which they had prepared in advance, contains the
speeches they would have given. The ‘Scotchmen’ were, in the main, members of the Edinburgh and
Glasgow city council and the deputation stressed its non-party credentials.
OCLC records one copy only, at the Bodleian, apparently no copy in the National library of Scotland.

49.

SMYTH, Dame Ethel. FEMALE PIPINGS IN EDEN. [London] Peter Davies Ltd., 1933. £ 85

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 296; with frontispiece portrait of Emmeline Pankhurst; in the original
publisher’s cloth with printed dustwrapper, wrapper alittle worn and soiled, otherwise a very good copy.
First edition of Ethel Smyth’s Female Pipings, including a fascinating section on Emmeline Pankhurst,
Smyth’s relationship with her and part played in the votes for women campaign.
‘Throughout her life, Ethel Smyth fought for the rights of women. She met the suffragette Emmeline
Pankhurst in 1910 and joined the campaign to gain women the vote. (Smyth’s song ‘The March of the
Women’ became an anthem for the suffrage movement.) She also campaigned for women to be
allowed to play in professional orchestras. As late as 1933, in a book called Female Pipings in Eden,
Smyth could report that in the ranks of the London Symphony Orchestra, the Philharmonic Orchestra,
and Manchester’s Hallé Orchestra the only female to be seen was the occasional second harpist. At
the BBC, which did admit women players, female cellists were banned. This, Smyth surmised, was
because grasping a cello between the knees was considered unseemly.’ (See http://britishlibrary.
typepad.co.uk/music/2014/03/female-pipings-in-eden-ethel-smyths-fight-for-womens-rights.html#st
hash.8T0PZ6PW.dpuf).

50. SMYTH, Dame Ethel. A FINAL BURNING OF BOATS ETC. London, Longmans, Green and
Co. Ltd, 1928.
£ 30
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. v, 263; with frontispiece portrait of the author; in the original blue publisher’s
cloth, spine lettered in gilt, some light wear, otherwise a good copy.
“‘A Final Burning of Boats’ is a rapid autobiographical survey in which of course music plays a part. But
the real theme, which the autobiography merely illustrates, is the re-shaping of the eternal sexproblem in these new post-war times of ours - a rather portentous subject that concerns every man
and woman alive to-day except those whom I call ‘primrose-path strollers.’” (p. 1-2).

51. SMYTH, Dame Ethel. IMPRESSIONS THAT
REMAINED. Memoirs … London, Longmans, Green and
Co. Ltd, 1919.
£ 45
SECOND EDITION. Two volumes, 8vo, pp. xiii, 287; xi, 298;
apart from a few minor marks, a clean copy throughout; in
the original blue publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt, some
light wear, otherwise a good copy.
Memoir’s of the English composer and member of the
women’s suffrage movement, Dame Ethel Mary Smyth, DBE
(1858-1944).
A prolific composer, Ethel Smyth composed a wide variety of
music including chamber music, chorals, instrumental music,
and operas, as well as orchestral, piano, and vocal pieces.
She conducted much of her music and even broadcasted
some of it. Ethel Smyth also wrote many books, plays,
librettos (some in German), articles, and essays. An activist in
the women’s suffrage movement of the early 1900’s, Smyth
also composed the song used as the anthem for this
suffrage movement, March of the Women. She developed
deep friendships with many influential figures of her day
including Virginia Woolf, Empress Eugenie, Emmeline and
Sylvia Pankhurst, George Bernard Shaw, Sir Thomas
Beecham, and Vita Sackville-West.
‘Poor, Patient, Plodding, Persevering Women’

52. STOPES, Charlotte Brown Carmichael. THE CONSTITUTIONAL BASIS OF WOMEN’S
SUFFRAGE … Edinburgh, the Darien Press, Bristo Place. 1908.
£ 125
ORIGINAL OFFPRINT. 8vo, pp. 15; disbound as issued; duplicate from the Women’s Library in London with
their ownership stamps, labels and pencillings
Scarce offprint from The Fortnightly Review, written by Marie Stopes’ mother, the historian of
literature, and feminist.
‘We women who have worked for forty years on “the right and proper methods,” which should have
been sufficient had men been but wise, have egregiously failed. We sent in a majority of members in
our favour. We have sent in the greatest number of petitions that have ever been collected for any
purpose - the largest, over 257,000; we have sent deputation after deputation; we have appeared in
the longest procession which was ever made for anything - 10,000 of us, each one of whom
represented 100 who could not come. And the Prime Minister said this was not sufficient pressure,
and has done nothing! Poor, patient, plodding, persevering women have gained nothing by all their
expenditure in time, energy, money, faith, and life!’ (pp. 13-14).
Not in OCLC; COPAC locates a single copy, at the Women’s Library in London.

53. STRACHEY, Ray. THE CAUSE A Short History of the Women’s Movement in Great
Britain … London, G. Bell and Sons, Ltd. 1928.
£ 30
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 429; minor evidence of foxing in places; in the original brown publisher’s cloth,
spine lettered in gilt, some rubbing, but still a good copy.
First edition of Ray Strachey’s ”The Cause” in which she describes the extraordinary transformation
which had come over the lives of women in the previous seventy years, concluding with a hitherto
unpublished essay upon the position of women, written by Florence Nighingale in 1852.
Ray Strachey, née Costelloe (1887-1940), was a British feminist politician and writer, who for most of
her life worked for women’s suffrage organisations.

54. [SUFFRAGETTE CHINA]. ORIGINAL CUP AND SAUCER made by Williamson’s of
Longton for the WSPU in 1909.
£ 1,500
One cup and saucer; white china has strikingly clean, straight lines and is rimmed in dark green with a
green handle to the cup, each piece carries the motif, designed by Sylvia Pankhurst, of the ‘angel of
freedom’ blowing her trumpet and flying the banner of ‘Freedom, in the background are the intitials
‘WSPU’ set against dark prison bars, surrounded by the thistle, shamrock and rose, and dangling chains;
the cup has a small hairline ‘nibble’ (not a crack), otherwise both pieces are in fine condition.

Rare survival of an original Suffragette cup and saucer complete with the ‘Angel of Freedom’ designed
by Sylvia Pankhurst. Initially for use in the refreshment room of the Prince’s Skating Rink Exhibition
and then sold in aid of funds.

The earliest Suffragettes film?

55. [SUFFRAGETTES ON FILM]. “THE FAIR SUFFRAGETTES”. By the Barrascope. The New
Hippodrome, Leeds. Proprietors: Barrasfords Limited. Managing Director: Mr. Thos.
Barrasford. Theatre of Varieties. Monday September 10th 1906. [Leeds, Knight & Forster,
1906]. 1906.
£ 125
ORIGINAL PROGRAMME. Large programme (380mm x 256mm) folding in to three (128mm x
256mm), with coloured front wrapper; lightly dust-soiled, but otherwise in good original state.
Rare survival of an original theatre programme for an evenings entertainment at Leeds Hippodrome in
September 1906, on the bill, among other delights, “The Fair Suffragettes”.
The term ‘suffragette’ had been coined by the ‘Daily Mail’ in March 1906 so Mr Thomas Barrasford
was completely up-to-date in using it. His ‘Barrascope’ was a cinematograph machine - so it would be
a fair deduction that ‘The Fair Suffragettes’ was an early - indeed one of the earliest - suffragette films.
I am assuming it was a feature film and as far as we can tell has not previously been recorded. The
folding programme is colourful and packed with Leeds-related advertisements.

56. [SUFFRAGETTES]. THE SUFFRAGEE. Sung by Mr. Jock Mills. 6816. Recorded in London.
Pressed in Berlin. [1908].
£ 300
10 inch (25 cm) 78 rpm recording; matrix 6816 recording date J4S [i.e
September 8th 1908] and processing date 21108A [i.e 21st October
1908] with black and gold printed label. in later card sleeve, together
with a modern CD of the recording; an unusual survival.
Scarce survival of this recording of Jock Mill’s comic response to the
‘Women’s Sunday’ rally held at Hyde Park on 21st June 1908.
The opening gives an idea of the tone:
I’m suffering from a suff-e-ragette
Suffering sore you can see
Since my wife’s joined the suffragists
I’ve been a suffragee.
However it is the middle verses of the song which allude to both the rally at Hyde Park and the
Suffragettes’ being turned away as they attempt to enter the Houses of Parliament and window breaking
at 10 Downing St. on the 30th of June 1908 that the greatest interest in this recording lies. Very few
recordings of suffragette interest actually tie into any specific contemporary event. Mills however
includes an additional verse which was probably added to his music hall turn whilst treading the boards
in London during the summer months of 1908. One wonders if he also actually witnessed these events.

A weekend excursion to London they went,
To interview Asquith was their intent.
He gave them advice both timely and true,
and promised them votes by 2002.
The wife lost her temper outside she doth fight,
Was run into jail, what a beautiful sight.
Jock or Jack Mills (1864-1947) was known and advertised as ‘The Wise Man.’ His stage persona was
loosely based on Harry Lauder’s ‘Hielan persona’ interspersed with knowing monologues. This
stereotype originally encouraged a certain sentimental social cohesion in Scotland but its popularity
began to wane by the end of the Edwardian era. The Homophone company was one of many German
concerns that undercut and seriously affected the profitability British record producers before WWI.
They recorded lesser artists on cash terms usually in London and then had the records pressed
cheaply in Germany before being shipped and sold through as system of factoring to small local
shops and market stalls. The survival rate of these discs is low in comparison to the records produce
by such major British manufacturers as HMV.

57. [SUFFRAGETTES]. ORIGINAL WATERCOLOUR ADVERTISEMENT FOR “PARK DRIVE”
CIGARETTES depicting Suffragettes marching outside the House of Parliament in October
1908. [n.p., n.d. but c. 1909].
£ 950
Watercolour on paper 190mm x 150mm, pasted to board and then mounted, with protective green card
flap.
An unusual survival of an original tobacco advertisement evidently marketing on the back of the
Votes for Women campaign. The finely executed scene depicts Suffragettes marching on Parliament
in October 1908 each wearing the ‘Votes for Women’ sash, although the words ominously changed to
‘Vote for’ … ‘Park Drive’. Two Policemen accompany the procession next to the slogan ‘10 for 2
coppers’. The advert concludes ‘Support Gallagher Ltd, Belfast & London, who belong to No Ring or
Combine’.
We can find no record of the advertisement ever having been used commercially. Perhaps as the
militant campaign was just beginning Gallagher decided it was best to avoid any potential negative
publicity.

58. [SUFFRAGETTES]. LONDON SOCIETY FOR WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE. (National Union of
Women’s Suffrage Societies.) … Policy. [London, n.d., but c. 1910].
£ 125
Leaflet printed on recto only, evidence of having been folded, with tag where once tipped in to an
album.
Scarce leaflet setting out the London Society for Women’s Suffrage ‘Policy’ which from the outset is
made quite clear: ‘This Society demands the vote for women on the same terms as it is, or may be,
granted to men’. The leaflet is printed by the Women’s Printing Society sometime after 1910 (the year
in which the Society moved to 58 Victoria Street - the address given).
Early recording of a “Suffragettes Anthem”

59. [SUFFRAGETTES]. GAMMON, Barclay Comedian. SUFFRAGETTES ANTHEM … with
orchestra. London: Odeon Record, International Talking Machine Co m.b.H. [July 1910]. £ 285
10¾ inch (27.5 cm) 78 rpm recording; issue number 66735 matrix Lx87 with brown and gold printed
label; in contemporary card sleeve
Barclay Gammon’s speciality was to come on stage and with a
grand piano and poke fun at any topical subject that came to
mind.
The performance is in two sections, the first a patter
introduction followed by the ‘Anthem’ in which part Gammon
seats himself at the piano and plays his comic song. Gammon
would have been acutely aware of the composition of his
audience and that it would have included a number of
suffragettes, he is therefore careful to navigate that narrow line
between being offensive and being uncontroversial.
The recording doubtless also accurately reflects his stage
performance, he first comes to the footlights and introduces
the topic:- ‘the remarks do not apply to those earnest ladies
who are really earnest in their works, but rather the mountebank militants whose extraordinary antics
seem to be alienating the sympathies of most right minded people, I refer to the Suffragettes…the
time has arrived when they should have a national anthem of their own which they can sing when
they are marching on to victory in the hands of the Pankhurst’s errrr Parliament… .’
He then moves to the piano and begins his ‘Anthem.’ This is an amalgam of other comic songs chiefly
pulled from Gilbert & Sullivan with new lyrics. From the Mikado Gammon transforms ‘Three little
maids are we’ naturally enough into ‘Three little Suffragettes are we’ where he develops the lines.
‘We will get all that we want one day,
‘What is a month in Holloway.’

Further pieces of Gilbert & Sullivan are then pressed into service before Gammon concludes with an
adaptation of the Vesta Victoria famous music-hall song ‘Waiting at the church.’
‘There was I waiting in the cold, waiting in the cold, chained up in the cold,
‘When they said, that we were being told, lor’ it did upset me.
‘When we shouted “all we wants is the vote”, Asquith sent the note, and this is what he wrote.
‘Sorry to say, can’t let you in today, Lloyd George won’t let me.’
This clearly relates to the failure of the 1910 Consolidation Bill which caused Lloyd George much
trouble in relations to women’s suffrage. Gammon’s satire apparently predates Ethel Smyth’s suffrage
anthem ‘March of the Women’, one wonders if Smyth’s work was partly counter propaganda!
Barclay Gammon (1867-1915) was a shortish, unwieldy thickset man, clean-shaven, with an
exceedingly quick-breathed bronchial delivery, his was a mild and trivial humour of extra-deliberate
satire coupled with dogmatism. It was not until he moved from the music-hall circuit into Variety at
the Palace Theatre, Shaftesbury Avenue London in 1910 that he became truly successful. Gammon
altered his programme to suit this better class of audience who were quite happy to become the butt
of his satire. Known examples include Winston Churchill, who on becoming new First Lord of the
Admiralty in 1911 saw himself portrayed by Gammon in a parody of the ‘King Navee’ from Gilbert &
Sullivan’s HMS. Pinafore. He was thought to be an acceptable entertainment for the first Royal
Command Performance in 1912, unlike Marie Lloyd he was thought to be much too risky for royal
ears and eyes. Barclay Gammon’s early death probably accounts for his relative obscurity today in the
annals of popular entertainment.

60. [SUFFRAGETTES]. DO NOT GIVE WOMEN THE VOTE! By the Rev. Marie Jennay (An
imaginary anti-Suffrage Speech). [Published by the Woman’s Press, Lincoln’s Inn House,
Kingsway … c. 1911].
£ 250
Large two sided leaflet (260mm x 195mm), lightly browned with a couple of tears in margin and small
chips at head and fore-edge, otherwise in good original state.
Scarce propaganda leaflet issued by the WSPU giving an imaginary anti-suffrage speech urging not to
give women the vote.
‘Woman Suffrage is the revolt against nature. Why, look at the women on this platform. Observe their
physical inability and mental disability and general helplessness! Do you think they could walk up to a
ballot-box, mark a piece of paper and drop it into the box? Obviously not. Or let us grant, for the sake
of argument, that they could mark a piece of paper, but could drop it in? Oh, no. The laws of nature
cry out against it. The laws of man cry out against it. The voice of God cries out against it. And so do I.’
(p. 1).

61. [SUFFRAGETTES]. TO REPEAL THE CAT AND MOUSE ACT. [Published by the Woman’s
Press, Lincoln’s Inn House, Kingsway … c. 1913].
£ 300
Two sided leaflet (255mm x 190mm), slight creasing at extremities, otherwise in good original state.

Scarce leaflet published by the Woman’s Press calling for the retraction of the Prisoner’s Temporary
Discharge (for Ill Health) Act. Under the terms of the act, referred to by the suffragettes as the ‘Cat
and Mouse Act’, hunger-striking imprisoned suffragettes were temporarily released on the grounds of
ill health. Whilst they recovered their sentence was suspended, but when they were strong enough
they were re-arrested and returned to prison.

62. TAYLOR, Rosemary. IN LETTERS OF GOLD. The Story of
Sylvia Pankhurst and the East London Federation of the
Suffragettes in Bow. London, Stepney Books, 1993.
£ 20
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [viii], 46; in the original printed pictorial
wraps, a fine copy.
‘In Letters of Gold describes the forgotten history of the East End
Suffragettes. Rosemary Taylor’s guided tour of Bow highlights the
contribution of the working women who joined forces with Sylvia
Pankhurst in the campaign for the Vote’ (publisher’s note).

63. [WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE]. A MEMORANDUM Showing cause why women should take
part in the election of the parliament which is to deal with problems of reconstruction arising
out of the war. London: Issued by the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies, 14 Great
Smith street, Westminster, S.W. November, 1916.
£ 300
Folio, pp. 34; original brown wrappers; resewn.
The Memorandum contains a synthesis of the NUWSS case as it stood in the uncertain weeks prior to
the collapse in December 1916 of the Second Asquith Ministry.
The NUWSS, then under the leadership of Millicent Fawcett, had a membership principally drawn from
the middle-classes who hoped to gain the vote by non-violent means. Colloquially known as
Suffragists they had a stance at variance to their sisters the Suffragettes.
Knowing that Asquith’s majority Liberal coalition government was treading on thin ice they probably
hoped to persuade them to act on giving women the franchise. To this purpose the work gathers
together all key issues and tabulates these in a series of five schedules and associated comments:
I.
Women in Industry
II.
Statements of Opinion on Women’s War work by Employers and Others.
III.
Statements of opinions in favour of Women Suffrage by Cabinet Ministers, Members of
Parliament, and Others.
IV. Statements of Opinion in the Press in favour of Women Suffrage.
V.
Women’s Suffrage in Practice; and Parliamentary History of the Women’s Suffrage Movement in
Great Britain.

The introduction includes a veiled threat on the continuing vacillation of that the Liberal majority
‘Women have always shown themselves ready to make all reasonable sacrifice - and often to make
sacrifices which were not reasonable - for their men. But with their quickened and deepened sense of
citizenship they are not willing that their interests should be bargained away by a Parliament over
which they have no control, or that they should be treated as a football in a game between Capital
and Labour, with the Government acting as Umpire’
A new a coalition government, now having a Tory majority under Lloyd George being formed on the
collapse of Second Asquith Ministry, precluded any notion of extending the franchise to women until
the end of the war.

Opposing Suffrage

64. WRIGHT, Sir Almroth E. THE UNEXPURGATED CASE Against Woman Suffrage …
London, Constable and Company Ltd., 1913.
£ 175
FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. xv, [i], 86; tear at head of p. 7, not affecting the text;
uncut in the original blue publisher’s cloth, spine and upper board lettered in gilt; inscribed by the
author to Mrs. J. Freeman on front free endpaper; a fine copy.
First edition, presentation copy, of this work deeply opposing women’s suffrage, by the distinguished
bacteriologist Sir Almroth E. Wright (1861-1947) setting out his reasons why women should not be
given the vote.
Using the same argument as A.V. Dicey, he claims that women lack the physical strength to enforce
the law, but he also suggests that they are intellectually defective. He says that as a medical man he
‘“should not be the yolk-fellow of a medical woman” and he also maintains that he “would wish to
keep up as between men and women - even when they are doctors - some of the modesties and
reticences upon which our civilisation has been built up”. An even more insulting reason given by this
famous medical man for not allowing women to vote is that peace will only return when woman
ceases to impute to men as a crime her own natural disabilities, and when every woman for whom
there is no room in England seeks rest beyond the sea’ (Marsh, p. 121).
Marsh 110 (McCarthy & Sherwood-Smith: Eve Revived: An exhibition of early printed books relating to
women in Marsh’s Library pp. 120-121).
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